FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

3-A SSI Releases Revised Standard for Stainless Steel Automotive Transportation Tanks

McLEAN, Virginia - 3-A Sanitary Standards, Inc. announces the release of a revised 3-A Sanitary Standard, Number 05-16, 3-A Sanitary Standard for Stainless Steel Automotive Transportation Tanks for Bulk Delivery and Farm Pick-Up Service. This revision marks the latest in a series of 3-A SSI standards which incorporate the baseline criteria found in 3-A Sanitary Standard for General Requirements, ANSI/3-A 00-00-2014 as a normative reference. The revised 05-16 has an effective date of October 31, 2016.

05-16 covers the sanitary aspects of automotive transportation tanks for milk, fluid milk products, and other liquid comestible products. Users of 05-16 should take note that no specific individual equipment requirements have been changed, rather, only format and style and references to the General Requirements standard have been incorporated.

In order to effectively follow the criteria for design, materials and construction of Stainless Steel Automotive Transportation Tanks, purchasers of the new 05-16 standard are encouraged to also obtain a copy of ANSI/3-A 00-00-2014, which provides many of the criteria referenced in the revised standard, as well as other standards that may be applicable. These standards and other 3-A SSI documents are available from 3-A SSI at www.3-a.org under ‘Standards & Accepted Practices Store’.

###

3-A Sanitary Standards, Inc. is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization whose mission is to enhance product safety for consumers of food, beverages, and pharmaceutical products through the development and use of 3-A Sanitary Standards and 3-A Accepted Practices. Visit the 3-A SSI web site at www.3-a.org.